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Part 2 – a technical guide for designers of building services

1  Introduction
1.1  How this guide relates to parts 1 and 3

This document is one of three providing guidance on 
connecting to heat networks in Plymouth  and should be 
read in conjunction with Parts 1 and 3: 

 l   Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network  
Part 1 
– a non-technical guide for developers, building 
owners, architects, designers and planners

 l   Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network  
Part 3 
– legal and contractual information (available for 
relevant parties only, on request from the 
relevant council).

1.2  Purpose of this guide

This document is one of three providing guidance on 
connecting to heat networks in Plymouth and should be 
read in conjunction with Parts 1 and 3: 

This guide is intended to set out: 

 l   The principles for designing heating and hot water 
systems that will connect to a heat network in 
Plymouth;

 

 l   Detailed technical guidance on how these principles 
should be applied for different building and 
development types;

 l   The requirements for ‘heat network ready’ systems, i.e. 
systems that have been designed and commissioned 
for future connection to an existing 
or planned heat network;

 l   This guide is intended to supplement the CIBSE/
ADE CP1.2 (Draft): Heat Networks: Code of Practice 
for the UK and relevant industry standards. Further 
information is available here: 
www.cibse.org/getmedia/5f3c0f5e-2b9b-46e2-
b18f-ad6175ea1f1b/CP1-2-Draft-1-v7-(Public-
Comment).pdf.aspx

 l   This guide is intended as information only. Prior to 
undertaking any design or legal work, or signing any 
agreements, appropriate engineering, and legal advice 
should be sought.

 l   Plymouth City Council provides no warranty as to the 
accuracy of the information provided and accepts no 
liability for any loss, damage or inconvenience caused 
as a result of reliance on this information.
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1.3 Who this guide is for

This document is intended for building services designers, 
engineers and architects. Please refer to Part 1 for a non-
technical introduction to heat networks in Plymouth. 

The document is primarily intended to guide the design 
team for new build developments; however, it also includes 
information on retrofitting for connection to heat networks.

1.4 Authors

This document was produced by Gabriel Gallagher BEng, 
PhD, CEng, MEI FIMechE MCIBSE and Paul Woods MA 
MSc CEng FEI FIMechE FCIBSE of Sustainable Energy Ltd in 
partnership with Bristol City Council. It was amended for 
use by Plymouth City Council by Justin Etherington CEng 
and Aaron Powell MEng of BuroHappold Engineering.

1.5 Definitions

AHU – acronym for an ‘air handling unit’, a device used to 
regulate and circulate air as part of a heating, ventilating, and 
air-conditioning system.

Delta T – the difference between flow and return 
temperatures.

Demarcation point of supply/return – the point of 
supply and point of return denote the boundary of the 
secondary side system and a likely a change in ownership of 
heating equipment.

Developer – owner of the development building and/
or land (or owner of an existing building considering 
connecting to the heat network).

DH – acronym for ‘district heat’ and ‘district heating’, the 
provision of heat to a group of buildings, a district or a 
whole city, usually in the form of piped hot water from one 
or more centralised heat sources. Also known as a heat 
network. 

DH network – a district heat network, made up of the 
flow and return pipes that distribute the heat from the 
energy centre to the customers. The pipes are frequently 
buried but may be above ground or within buildings. This 
may also be referred to as simply ‘heat networks’ or ‘district 
energy networks’.

DH ready – district heat ready. A DH ready building 
has the infrastructure in place for a new development 
to connect to the district heat network in line with the 
requirements in this document.

DHW – acronym for ‘domestic hot water’ - the potable hot 
water used in any type of building, for domestic purposes.

Direct connection – direct connection refers to a system 
without a hydraulic break between the water flowing in 
the district heat main and the water within the property’s 
heating system. 

DPCV – acronym for ‘differential pressure control valve’, a 
self-acting valve that contains a diaphragm which enables 
the valve to absorb unwanted head pressure. The DPCV is 
used to maintain a constant differential pressure between 
two points in a heating system.

HIU – acronym for ‘heat interface unit’, an integrated 
solution for delivering and recording the heat consumed by 
an individual dwelling or building served by a district heating 
scheme. The HIU consists of a pre-fabricated assembly of 
components that form the interface between the heat 
network and the dwelling’s heating system. It may include a 
Plate Heat Exchanger for the production of hot water and 
a further plate heat exchanger to separate the DH circuit 
from the building’s heating circuit, together with control 
valves and a heat meter.

HNCoP – acronym for ‘Heat Networks: Code of Practice’, 
ADE/CIBSE document CP1.2 (Draft) that defines the 
minimum requirements of a heat network project from 
feasibility through to operation, as well as best practice 
approaches. Further information is available here: 
www.cibse.org/getmedia/5f3c0f5e-2b9b-46e2-b18f-
ad6175ea1f1b/CP1-2-Draft-1-v7-(Public-Comment).
pdf.aspx

Indirect connection – indirect connection refers to a 
system with a hydraulic break between the water flowing in 
the district heat main and the water within the property’s 
heating system.

Instantaneous hot water – a domestic hot water 
system with no stored hot water. All the hot water in an 
instantaneous system is generated instantaneously when 
there is demand. These systems contain a Plate Heat 
Exchanger.

Keep warm – the function for ensuring that supply 
pipework and/or domestic hot water plate heat exchanger 
is kept at a minimum “standby” temperature, to ensure a 
fast response after a period of no use.

Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network
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Kv – the factor that specifies the water flow in cubic meters 
(m³) through a valve in one hour at a pressure drop across 
the valve of 1 Bar.

PICV – acronym for ‘pressure independent control valve’. 
A PICV combines a Differential Pressure Control Valve and 
two-port control valves into a single body. 

PHE – acronym for ‘plate heat exchanger’, a device in 
which heat is transferred from one fluid stream to another 
without mixing. It comprises a number of stainless steel 
plates which are brazed or bolted together.

Primary side – this is the supplier’s network circuit, 
which connects the energy centre to the building or site. 
The primary side connects to the secondary side via the 
substation.

PWM controlled pump – pulse width modulation control 
pumps for domestic and small commercial applications, 
which are able to modulate flow rate from peak conditions 
to a fully closed circuit.

Secondary side – this is the circuit that is after hydraulically 
separate from the primary heat network circuit, usually in 
the ownership of the developer (unless supplier adopts or 
installs equipment for the distribution and supply of heat).

Semi-instantaneous hot water – a domestic hot water 
system with some stored hot water. The hot water in a 
semi-instantaneous system is generated via a plate heat 
exchanger, which is external to the hot water storage.

Substation – the interface between the district heating 
network and the developer’s secondary systems. Similar to a 
HIU it will contain heat exchangers, heat meters and control 
valves.  

Supplier – the supplier of heat via a district heating scheme.

TRV – acronym for ‘thermostatic radiator valve’, a self-
regulating valve fitted to radiators that adjusts flowrate 
through the radiator to control room temperature. 

Variable speed pumps – a water circulation pump 
combined with a frequency inverter to allow motor 
speed to vary and thus vary flow rate and the pump head 
produced.

Part 2 – a technical guide for designers of building services
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2  Key design principles
This guide addresses the design of heating and hot water services within buildings. It is essential that 
internal building services are designed to work with the external heat network to optimise the entire 
system. Once connected, the design and operation of your system will affect the operation of the whole 
network. The following principles are an essential requirement for connection to heat networks operated 
by Plymouth City Council:
 l   Design, commissioning, maintaining and operating 

systems to comply with the minimum requirements 
in the CIBSE/ADE CP1 Heat Networks Code of 
Practice, and to aim to deliver best practice;

 l   Ensure the system is designed, commissioned and 
operated within the flow and return temperature 
conditions specified in the connection offer;

 l   Ensure the difference between flow and return 
temperatures (Delta T) in the secondary distribution 
system (your system) is maximised;

 l   Size and specify secondary plant items (such as heat 
exchangers, pumps, emitters, hot water systems and 
valves) to operate effectively from maximum load to 
low load conditions; 

 l   Use flow regulating TRVs or return temperature 
limiting valves to ensure ease of commissioning and 
balancing to limit maximum return temperatures;

 l   Avoid bypasses at the end of circuits unless fully 
controlled for intelligent ‘keep warm’ functionality;

 l   Prioritise use of direct connections for residential 
HIUs unless high static pressure (high rise blocks) or 
ownership and demarcation issues do not allow;

 l   Avoid the use of common headers, which will tend to 
raise return temperatures unnecessarily;

 l   Avoid use of 3 port valves; always employ two-port 
control valves for flow and temperature control;

 l   Operate circuits with the lowest possible flow 
and return temperatures and incorporate variable 
temperature or weather compensation where 
possible;

 l   Avoid use of stored hot water in internal coil 
calorifiers as these increase return temperatures;

 l   Ensure secondary distribution pipework is designed 
to minimise length of pipes and pipe diameters and 
select level of insulation based on calculations of the 
overall heat loss performance.

The key aim of the above design principles is to ensure 
consistently low return temperatures. As described in 
Connecting to heat networks Part 1, low return 
temperatures will:

 l   Increase efficiency of the heat network with lower 
pumping energy and heat losses;

 l   Provide efficiency savings for interim ‘DH ready’ 
systems, as low return temperatures will improve the 
efficiency of condensing gas boilers;

 l   Avoid the need to oversize boilers, pipework and 
emitters;

 l   Allow use of other lower temperature heat 
generation systems such as heat pumps.

Table 6 in Objective 3.4 of the HNCoP shows the 
maximum temperatures for new heating systems to 
be connected to heat networks; however, Plymouth 
networks are planned to operate at lower temperatures 
and therefore require designers to follow temperature 
recommendations set out in this document.

2.1 Design parameters

Conventional residential and commercial buildings shall be 
designed to comply with the typical design parameters. For 
buildings that may have specific requirements or limitations, 
such as a new leisure facility with a large heated swimming 
pool, the exact design conditions will be agreed between 
the supplier and the developer during the drawing up of 
contractual terms in a ‘Heat Supply Agreement’ . To aid 
the agreement of the technical parameters a form ‘Annex 
A’ is included at the end of this guide, and will be used to 
document key design parameters.

Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network
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 2.1.1   Operating flow and temperature 
conditions from point of supply 

 l   The supplier will ensure a maximum flow temperature 
at the point of supply (primary side of the hydraulic 
break, if used) of 65°C at an external air temperature 
of -3°C, with an intention to maintain this flow 
temperature throughout the year.

 l   The developer must ensure that the return water at 
the point of return (secondary side) has a maximum 
temperature of 35°C;

 l   The developer is required to provide a variable flow 
rate between the point of supply and point of return 
such that the maximum flow rate does not exceed 
the contracted maximum heat demand for the design 
temperature difference.

	 l   Point of use instantaneous domestic hot water 
generation will be used with a temperature at the 
DHW outlet of 50 °C in 1 minute according to 
BS8558:2015.

 2.1.2   Operating pressures and pressure 
drop conditions

  l   The rated pressure of the supply infrastructure will 
usually be up to 10bar g at the point of supply on 
the secondary side;

  l   The developer is responsible for installation and 
maintenance of all equipment on the secondary 
side (e.g. heating pumps, hot water systems, water 
treatment, expansion and pressure relief systems);

  l   The typical pressure differential through the 
secondary side of the supplier’s equipment will be 
60-80kPa.

Part 2 – a technical guide for designers of building services
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3  Connecting to Plymouth Heat Network
This section summarises principles for and examples of connecting buildings to Plymouth heat networks. 
They are intended to guide selection and specification of equipment and the design of internal systems 
to ensure heating and hot water systems provide suitable comfort conditions whilst minimising energy 
losses and overheating.
The conditions and parameters stated are maximum 
values and operating within them, or significantly better, 
will provide efficiency gains and potential reductions in 
cost of heat. The designer should prioritise the use of low 
temperature emitter technologies such as underfloor 
heating or low temperature radiators.

As the supplier of heat, the council would not expect to 
adopt or operate the secondary distribution network, as 
a standard offer, on behalf of the Developer under normal 
circumstances.

Should it be proposed that the supplier of heat adopts or 
operates the secondary distribution network on behalf 
of the Developer (and, for example, sells heat directly to 
residents), the designer will need to design for this from the 
outset and must contact Plymouth City Council to request 
Part 3 – legal and contractual information and a secondary 

network specification. Additionally in certain circumstances 
the Council may request adoption, this will be ascertained 
during early engagements.  

As the heat networks scheme will undergo continual 
development and construction, in some cases the developer 
may complete construction of a building before the heat 
network is operational; this will require the scheme to be 
‘DH ready’ (see Section 3.9).

In cooperation with the district heat supplier, the owner of 
existing buildings that plan to connect to DH networks may 
be required to retrofit and upgrade secondary heating and 
hot water systems to operate within the conditions outlined 
in this document. Works may include upgrades to space 
heating emitters and/or hot water systems and controls to 
lower overall building return temperatures to the network..

3.1  Overview of a typical district heat network, defining equipment ownership and boundaries

The following schematic outlines:

 l   The buried pipework that distributes heat through 
council adopted land, from the energy centre up to 
the boundary of the developer’s land;

 l   The supplier equipment housed within a dedicated 
plant room area within a developer’s building (ideally 
adjacent to the developer’s secondary equipment and 
heat distribution systems);

 l   The safeguarded route for the buried pipework 
through the developer’s land and into the supplier’s 
substation.

The following example shows ownership and relevant 
boundaries between the energy centre and heat network 
connecting, via the supplier equipment, to a commercial 
building (at the top) and a residential building (at the 
bottom of the image).

3.1 Overview of a typical DH network, defining equipment ownership and boundaries

3.2 Substation – supplier equipment and secondary pipework design

3.3 Space heating – commercial new build

3.4 Hot water systems

3.5 Retrofit – modifying existing building secondary systems

3.6 Auxiliary boilers – temporary or back-up

3.7 Residential buildings

3.8 Designing heating systems to be DH ready

Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network
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3.2  Substation (supplier equipment)

3.2.1 Indirect Connection

The supplier usually owns the substation, which is the heat 
exchange equipment between the heat network and the 
developer’s secondary side equipment. However, substations 
may also be required to provide hydraulic breaks within a 
multi-occupant site where ownership or pressure conditions 
require boundaries (e.g. base of a high rise and/or for 
separation of secondary side ownership). 
The substation or supplier equipment includes heat 
exchangers, control valves and heat metering that will 
be maintained by the supplier. The substation can include 
one or more PHEs (two shown in the schematic below) 

depending on the size, turn-down and redundancy required. 
Typically, two PHEs in parallel, each installed at 60% of peak 
load provide a full thermal range, and some redundancy to 
permit service and maintenance periods. Larger substations 
may include more than two PHEs. The schematic is for 
guidance only and final selection of the supplier equipment 
will be made in agreement with the developer. Only the key 
functional features are shown in the simplified schematic 
below. 
The delivered package will include: means of flow 
measurement and test points on both sides for 
commissioning purposes; filtration to protect the heat 
exchangers; flushing, filling and draining details; pressure 
relief, control and instrumentation to allow the supplier 
control and monitor of the supply of heat.

1.  District heat main – the heat supply to the substation 
will be supplied via a district heat main.

2.  Flushing detail – chemical flushing of all pipework on 
the secondary side is required before connection of the 
substation.

3.  Supplier meter – the district heat supplier will meter all 
heat usage on the primary side of the substation.

4.  Two-port differential pressure control – provides 
control of supply flowrate and temperatures across 
the heat exchanger via two-port control methodology. 
Control valves can either be a single PICV or a DPCV 
with a separate two-port control valve. 

5.  Plate heat exchanger (PHE) – the point at which the 
district heat is transferred to the customer secondary 
side network. PHEs will be specified with a maximum 
3°C approach temperature across the return lines and a 
maximum 80kPa pressure drop on the secondary side of 
exchanger.

6.  Heat supply to secondary system – the point of 
supply and point of return denote the boundary of 
the secondary side system and a likely a change in 
ownership.

7.  Filters – to protect the plate heat exchangers and 
valves from fouling. 

T

T
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T

T

T

T
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Point of supply
Point of return
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3.2.2  Direct Connection 

Where possible the supplier will look to implement a 
direct connection into the site. This involves removing the 
plate heat exchangers from the substation or removing the 
substation entirely. This is typically done where the supplier is 
adopting the secondary system. 

It can also be achieved without adoption if there is a 
clear, agreed demarcation boundary of ownership and 
responsibility on the pipework in the plant room, at the 
interface between primary secondary side. 

The advantage of this approach are:

l   Removal of a plate heat exchanger removes up to 5oC of 
temperature difference between primary and secondary 
side, this allows the primary network to operate at a 
lower temperature, improving efficiency.

l   Reduced amount of installed plant has a consequent 
reduction on maintenance costs. 

This approach is encouraged, and early engagement with  
the supplier is essential to define whether a direct 
connection is feasible for the site. 
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3.2.3  Secondary pipework and 
insulation levels 

Secondary pipework from the DH substation will require 
careful and thorough design and installation to minimise 
heat losses. Calculations for the insulation thicknesses should 
be carried out with detailed consideration of the diameter 
and length of the pipework and number of fittings, with the 
aim of secondary pipework having overall heat losses of less 
than 10% of heat demand for residential developments.

Pipe diameters can be minimised by allowing intermittent 
maximum velocities to exceed conventional limits (many 
of which are empirical and assume a constant flow rate). 
Minimising the length of pipework, particularly small bore 
lateral pipework, will reduce the surface area and associated 
heat losses. These issues should be concluded before 
calculating the required insulation materials and thicknesses. 
Further advice on minimising lengths of risers and laterals 
design is included in the HNCoP.

Traditional sizing and considerations for pipe insulation 
(such as those described in BS5422 and the National 
Building Specification ECA Y50 enhanced levels) are 
suitable for heating systems that are only operated for short 
heating seasons, whereas a DH scheme that is operated 
for 365 days typically calls for higher levels of insulation. 
Therefore, BS 5422 and National Building Specification 
ECA Y50 enhanced levels should not be used without 
full consideration and calculation of overall heat loss 
performance.

An example of insulation thicknesses that were calculated 
for a system design where losses were maintained below 
10% is shown below. The table below should not to be 
used for sizing, but is provided as an illustration of the levels 
required to achieve best practice (conditions: 60°C pipe 
work / ambient temperature of 15°C foil faced material).

Pipe Size NB (mm) Thickness of Insulation (mm)

BS5422 level 
Mineral Wool

Calculated level 
Mineral Wool 

ECA Y50 level 
Phenolic Foam

Calculated level 
Phenolic Foam

20 30 50 15 25

25 35 50 20 25

32 35 60 20 30

40 35 60 20 30

50 40 60 20 30

65 40 60 25 35

The design solution should incorporate small diameter 
risers with short laterals, as this will mean the insulation 
levels have less impact on the overall losses. As previously 
stated, the overall design is critical and losses are not solely 
influenced by insulation.

In some cases, heat loss calculations will indicate 
required insulation thicknesses need to be greater than 
is conventional; in these cases pipework and equipment 
spacing within the risers and laterals should include 
additional separation. This will not result in increased space 

requirements for risers and laterals, as the designer will be 
working with greater temperature differentials and an aim 
to reduce losses, and therefore smaller diameter pipework 
will be specified.

Cladding with ID bands and directional arrows should be 
fitted to all internal insulated pipework and pipe supports 
should be installed over rigid insulation inserts to avoid 
thermal bridging. All valves should be provided with valve 
covers secured with Velcro or drawstrings suitable for easy 
removal and replacement.

Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network
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3.3  Space heating – commercial new build

This section covers commercial applications for space 
heating requirements. Although the principles are the same 
for commercial and residential heating, there are further 
considerations and practices for residential buildings that are 
covered in Section 3.7. 

Space heating requirements should be met using low 
temperature emitters. It is critical that emitter design allows 
individual units to be commissioned accurately to ensure 
flow rates are regulated through each emitter (see Section 
3.3.1). Careful design and specification is required to ensure 

constant low return temperatures are achieved at all rates 
of thermal demand. There may be rare occurrences where 
low heat loads require flow rates that are lower than the 
minimum pump flow rate and it may be necessary to install 
a bypass. Any bypass will negatively affect the ability to 
maintain consistent low return temperatures and therefore 
must be small bore and controlled to open and bypass the 
minimum flow needed only when the smallest pump is at 
minimum flow rate. Priority should be given to selecting 
pumps that have a greater turndown, or even deadhead 
protection built in.

1.  Multiple staged variable speed pumps with 
differential pressure control – secondary system 
pumps should be controlled to maintain differential 
pressure across one or more circuit index runs. Using 
multiple pumps in a parallel arrangement will allow 
greater range of modulation while maintaining them at 
their optimum duty point. 

2.  Two-port differential pressure control – control of 
supply flowrate and temperatures for each heating circuit 
will be achieved using a two-port control methodology. 

3.	 	Zoning	and	balancing	flowrates – heat emitter arrays 
should be suitably zoned and balanced when applying 
return temperature limiting control. 

4.  Variable temperature/weather compensation – the 
secondary flow temperature should be varied as ambient 
temperature conditions increase or heat loads decrease.

5.  ‘Keep warm’ bypasses – the use of uncontrolled 
bypasses and/or low loss headers should be avoided. If 
there are zones that require a ‘keep warm’ function, then 
small bore temperature controlled bypasses can be used 
to maintain a minimum heating set point around the 
circuit.

T
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3.3.1  Heat emitter flow and temperature control 

It is essential that new build secondary side installations are 
designed with a maximum return temperature of 35°C 
and a supply flow temperature maximum of 60°C. In many 
cases radiators will be best sized for 60°C flow and 30°C 
return, as this will ensure a margin within the target overall 
return temperature requirements. For smaller emitters to 
achieve low return temperatures it may be necessary to 
design for lower flow temperatures than 60°C so that the 
smaller temperature difference avoids using very low flow 
rates through emitters. 

Emitter arrangements that can be employed to ensure low 
return temperatures include:

 l   Controlling each emitter via flow controlled 
thermostatic valves often known as dynamic valves;

 l   Using return temperature limit valves.

Return temperature control valves may be used on 
individual emitters or groups of emitters (such as zones/
banks of perimeter radiators) if they are balanced by equally 
sized emitters in a reverse return arrangement, or if they 
include individual flow control.

All room or zone controllers should be electronic with a 
minimum requirement of time, proportional and integral 
control. A temperature controller for a zone that has 
TRVs on individual emitters should be used carefully as an 
overarching zone temperature control that turns off the 
flow to multiple radiators before the TRVs have started 
reducing flow rates to the radiators will reduce effectiveness 
of the TRV control and cause higher heating peaks.

1.  Top entry / bottom exit – for low return temperatures 
a top entry and opposite bottom exit connection is 
preferred. 

2.	 	Local	pressure	independent	flow	control	TRVs – 
the use of localised pressure independent flow control 
TRVs ensure maximum flowrates across emitters are 
not exceeded and assist in setting and balancing low 
maximum flow rates. 

3.	 	Zone	differential	pressure	and	flow	control – the 
installation of DPCV valves on balanced heating zones is 
an alternative to individual flow control on each emitter 
when creating pressure independent circuits.

4.  Return temperature limitation – the use of return 
temperature limiters should be considered provided 
they cannot be easily adjusted by the occupant and that 
appropriate room temperature control is also provided.

T

T T

1

2

3

4
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1.  Variable speed pumps with differential pressure 
control – depending on the size of the hot water 
system, either single or multiple pumps should be used as 
described in the space heating circuit. 

2.  Two-port differential pressure control – control of 
supply flow rate and temperatures for each hot water 
PHE should use two-port variable volume control.

3.  ‘Keep warm’ bypasses or pumped return – the use 
of uncontrolled bypasses, three port valves or low loss 
headers should be avoided. If there are long pipe runs 
before an instantaneous PHE supplies hot water to a 
non-pumped return hot water circuit then a ‘keep warm’ 
function can be incorporated. Fixed bypasses should be 
avoided.

4.  PHE – the PHE is to be specified with materials suitable 
for potable domestic hot water with a maximum 
secondary return temperature of 25°C when mains cold 
water is 10°C.

5.  Tank charging pump – the tank charging pump is 
controlled in relation to the tank temperature sensors 
and the status and temperature conditions of the control 
valve to ensure efficient charging of the tank whilst 
maintaining low return temperatures. 

3.4  Hot water systems 

Centralised hot water supply for commercial applications 
should be avoided and point of use DHW plate heat 
exchangers/ interfaces be installed. If centralization is 
absolutely necessary it must employ instantaneous or 
semi-instantaneous DHW systems to minimise return 
temperatures. Calorifiers with internal heating coils must 
not be used and any calorifiers must be fed by a plate heat 
exchanger. Oversizing of PHEs is to be avoided to prevent 
laminar flow through plates, which can result in fouling 
and reduced performance. Where a pumped return is 
required to overcome lag in long distribution pipes, a speed 
controlled pump should be used to minimise circulation 
rates during low demand. 

An instantaneous hot water system will eliminate the 
requirement for standing water, save space and reduce heat 
losses.

The use of a mains cold water pre-heat plate heat 
exchanger to recover heat from the heating system return 
line (also known as ‘two stage’) is detailed in Section 3.5. 
In some cases, where hot water demands are high, there 
may be benefits for the DHW PHEs to be owned and 
operated by the supplier (further discussion with the 
supplier will be required). 
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3.5  Retrofit – modifying existing buildings’ secondary systems 

Existing buildings should not be connected to the heat 
network without ensuring the compatibility of the 
secondary systems. Retrofit upgrades will be required 
for existing buildings connecting to a DH network that 
cannot provide the required low return temperatures to 
the network. Due to historic oversizing of heat emitters, in 
some cases re-commissioning flowrates and controls

will be sufficient to reduce return temperatures to an 
acceptable level. In cases where re-commissioning cannot 
achieve the required return temperature levels, additional 
works will be required to upgrade space heating emitters, 
controls and DHW supply technologies. Some examples of 
these modifications to existing systems are shown below:

1.  Converting constant volume circuits to variable 
volume – all heating zones should be pressure 
independent to prevent poor balancing and excess flow; 
this can either be achieved on a zone by zone basis using 
PICV or DPCV valves, or on an emitter by emitter basis 
using pressure independent TRVs. Further flow control 
can be achieved using a return temperature limitation 
strategy which reduces flow rate through a zone when 
return temperatures rise above a set point. Existing 
three-port control circuits should be changed to two-
port controls; however, in some cases, the valve bodies 
can be modified to operate with two-port functionality, 
therefore reducing upgrade costs.

2.	 	Variable	flowrate – fixed speed pumps should not 
be used, flowrates should modulate using differential 
pressure control or, where appropriate, return 

temperature control. The use of uncontrolled bypasses 
and/or low loss headers is prohibited. If there are 
remote zones which require a ‘keep warm’ function, 
then small bore temperature controlled bypasses could 
be considered to maintain a minimum heating set point 
around the circuit. 

3.  Convert internal coil heated stored water – in 
cases where centralised stored hot water tanks are to 
be retained, an external PHE controlled with a two-port 
valve should be used, and not a coil within a calorifier.

4.  Heat recovery circuit – mains cold water preheat 
circuits can be installed to further reduce return 
temperatures back to the network. This is especially 
effective where size of existing emitters restricts the 
degree to which heating return temperatures can be 
reduced.
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1.  Series connection – connecting the auxiliary boiler 
in series on the supply flow line ensures that the 
flow temperature set point can always be achieved 
without the requirement for complex control strategies. 
Connecting in series also ensures that, when available, the 
DH supply is maximised.

2.  Auxiliary heating – auxiliary boilers are enabled when 
the supply flow temperature is not achieving set point. 
Boiler/s to be modulated to maintain the set point to 
secondary systems.

3.  DH Ready valves – the valves arranged to allow DH 
connection should be changed over when network is 
connected, thus ensuring the boilers to operate only as 
an injection to the DH supply.  

4.  Pumps and bypass valve – for cases where the district 
heating is to be directly connected, the pumps will be 
bypassed; otherwise, if a substation (that includes heat 
exchangers as in Section 3.1) will precede the point of 
supply, the pumps will continue to provide secondary 
flow once boilers are de-commissioned.

3.6  Auxiliary boilers – temporary or backup  

Situations where fossil fuel boilers may be installed and 
retained in buildings that are to connect to district heat 
networks include:

 l   Where a building was built as ‘DH ready’ to connect 
to a future heat network;

 l   If there are critical systems or conditions where a 
local source of heat is required for a high security of 
supply (e.g. a hospital).

When connecting auxiliary/temporary/back up boilers it is 
important that the integration limits the auxiliary boiler to 
providing the deficit in the flow temperature delivered from 
the DH network and to supply the full capacity when the 
DH supply is unavailable. Boilers should not be configured in 
parallel (unless the boiler is only to be used for temporary 
connection and will be decommissioned once connected to 
the network). 
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3.7  Residential   

In the UK there are typically two types of communal 
residential connections to heat networks: 
 l   Communal buildings where the building and all 

internal heating equipment is owned by a social 
housing provider or a private landlord;

 l   Private developments where the communal facilities 
and infrastructure are owned by a third party but 
equipment within individual dwellings (heating and 
hot water equipment) are owned by the private 
home owner.

This presents implications for ownership of HIUs and 
whether direct or indirect systems are selected. The 
developer is required to fully consider these issues to 
ensure that heat network performance is a priority 
consideration when selecting system configuration and 
deciding upon the ownership model.

HIUs are generally used to connect the district heat supply 
to residential dwellings (but are also suitable for some small 
commercial units or buildings). HIUs are comparable in 
size to a domestic combination boiler and are usually wall 
hung. The hot water is best provided via an instantaneous 
PHE with a suitable means to ensure the network side of 
the plate is controlled (to ensure satisfactory hot water 
supply response to dwelling taps whilst minimising the 
supply pipework heat losses during standby periods). Space 
heating supply will either be via direct connection (where 
supply water circulates through the emitters) or in-direct 
connection (where a PHE is used to transfer supply heat 
into the secondary circuit). 

1.  Heat supply meter – the heat supplier will meter all 
heat usage through the HIU. Monitoring, metering and 
billing will be required via an open protocol system. Heat 
meters should be ultrasonic with MID class 2 accuracy.

2.  DHW PHE – instantaneous hot water will be provided 
via a plate heat exchanger.

3.  Variable speed pump with differential pressure 
control – the space heating system should be operated 
using a variable flowrate strategy, ideally a PWM pump 
with no bypasses and TRVs on all radiators.

4.  Direct space heating – where appropriate, the use of 
direct space heating is preferred to allow for lower flow 
and return temperatures and reduced cost.

5.  ‘Keep warm’ facility – the use of uncontrolled bypasses 
within or before HIUs should be avoided. If there are 
long lateral pipe distances that require a ‘keep warm’ 
function for the hot water PHE, then this should be 
achieved by electronic or mechanical means and ensure 
that design return temperatures can be met when there 
is low or no hot water load.
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1.  Represents a low rise development where the treatment 
and pressurisation is provided centrally; 

2.  Shows a site where the secondary distribution and HIUs 
are owned by the supplier; and 

3.  Shows a case where it is unavoidable to have two 
hydraulic breaks in a single building (such as individual 
private dwellings in a development where there are 
contractual reasons for the secondary system to be 
separated).

The HIU market is extensive and different manufacturers 
employ different techniques to achieve the delivery of 
heat and hot water. There are fully mechanical systems that 
utilise thermostatic valves to regulate dwelling conditions 
and there are fully electronic systems that use electronic 
control valves and control systems. This document does not 
restrict selection of HIU type and manufacturer and the 
designer will be required to conduct selection based on the 
information provided. Reference should be made to the UK 
HIU testing standard and results available at the Building 
Energy Services Association. 

Social landlords or private rented sector landlords that 
own all infrastructure and heating and hot water systems 
within dwellings should consider direct connections. 
These will result in cost reductions for emitters as they 
are able to operate at higher average temperatures for 

the same network conditions. As direct systems do not 
require hydraulic breaks for space heating, equipment (and 
associated space) requirements are reduced within the 
dwelling, as are initial capital, replacement and maintenance 
costs. Direct systems also allow water treatment within 
individual dwellings to be provided by a single central 
treatment system, again reducing lifetime costs involved with 
treating and dosing multiple dwellings.

The use of heat exchangers should be minimised, as 
hydraulic breaks result in reduced flow temperatures into 
heat emitters, increased return temperatures to networks 
and higher costs. Some examples of options to minimise 
hydraulic breaks for different ownership and static pressure 
considerations are illustrated in the following diagram:
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3.8  Further considerations and requirements for residential buildings    

Flow limiting devices should be included on all radiators 
and heat emitters within each property. These should be 
commissioned to consider heat emitter size and flow rate, 
allowing differential temperatures to be maintained at all 
levels of demand. Three options for flow and temperature 
control are:

1.  Remote sensor for TRV – TRVs with sensor element 
that detect average room temperature provide best 
control.

2.  TRV – TRVs with flow control and temperature control 
positioned for flow in at top of radiator and bottom exit.

3.  Return temperature limit valves –  towel radiators 
should not be controlled by a TRV but should include 
return temperature limit radiator valves.

For residential radiator circuits, flow controlled TRVs should 
be installed on every radiator and used with a PWM pump 
that is able to operate from maximum flow rate down to 
a fully closed circuit. This avoids the use of bypasses and 
minimises return temperatures to the heat network.

The use of multiple risers through buildings should be 
adopted to minimise the length of lateral pipe runs to 
the HIU (reducing associated heat losses). For residential 
buildings, risers should run adjacent to HIUs and HIUs 
should be installed in a position that allows access for 
maintenance and commissioning, without requiring access 
into the dwelling. An example is shown below:

Dwelling

Minimum length lateral
pipework ~15mm OD

Heat Interface Unit
accessible from
outside dwelling Risers adjacent to HIU

Communal corridors

DHW
HP
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Sizing of pipework should reflect that instantaneous hot 
water demands occur only for limited periods and that 
velocities within the pipework should not be limited as 
they would for constant volume systems. For example, 
exceeding 1.5m/s in a 15mm pipe may not be acceptable 
for continuous flows, but for short term occurrences these 
velocities would not cause excessive erosion and noise can 
be managed.

Hot water sizing for residential buildings should consider 
diversity; the HNCoP refers to the Danish standard 
(DS 439:2009). However, there are other sources for 
calculating hot water diversity that show a greater diversity 
than the Danish standard (such as the Swedish District 

Heating Association F101 curve). A greater diversity has 
also confirmed from the data of many communal heating 
schemes using HIUs in the UK that show simultaneous 
demand for hot water that is lower than the Danish 
standard for hot water diversity predicts. Underestimating 
diversity will lead to larger pipe sizing, higher capital costs 
and greater heat losses. Please see CIBSE CP1.2 for full 
guidance on pipe sizing. 

Dwelling

Minimum length lateral
pipework ~15mm OD

Heat Interface Unit
accessible from
outside dwelling Risers adjacent to HIU

Communal corridors

DHW
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3.9  Designing heating systems to be 
‘DH ready’    

In some instances, connection of new or refurbished 
buildings to the DH network will occur after the building 
has been constructed and commissioned. In this case the 
heating system should be designed to be ‘DH ready’ (i.e. 
designed to connect to the DH network) and should 
comprise: 

 l   A single plant room, located adjacent to the planned 
heat network route and in accordance with the 
requirements set out in Section 4;

 l   Sufficient space identified and allocated for the 
supplier equipment (ie heat exchangers);

 l   Provisions made in the building fabric, such as soft-
points in the building walls, to allow pipes to be 
routed through from the outside at a later date;

 l   External pipework routes identified and safeguarded 
from the site boundary to the substation;

 l   Provision for monitoring equipment as specified by 
the DH provider (if known);

 l   Heat delivery, distribution and control systems that 
are designed to achieve low return temperatures, and 
that these services are designed in accordance with 
current CIBSE guidance on connection to district 
heating (please refer to Heat networks: Code of 
Practice for the UK, CP1.2 (Draft), 2019, ADE/CIBSE);;

 l   Plans for decommissioning temporary boilers once 
heat connection is made, or retention if required for 
security of supply reasons.

3.9.1 District heat network connection     

The district heat network pipe that will enter the 
developer’s land and building will usually be a pre-insulated 
rigid steel pipe that will require works such as welding, 
cutting and use of insulating practices and materials that fall 
under the COSHH regulations. Typically, the route should 
involve 90° bends wherever possible rather than non-
standard angle bends. The selected route should consider 
these issues. There may be situations where a duct or 
even district heat pipework will need to be installed at the 
building construction phase to prevent future complex 
works to access the site or plant room. In this case, any 
buried pipework or ducts included in the preparation of 
a district heat ready solution should be agreed with the 
supplier in advance; this is especially important if there are 
future opportunities that may lead to any buried pipework 
being adopted by the supplier.

3.9.2  Safeguarded route

The safeguarded route is the term for ensuring that the DH 
network pipe can be installed from the boundary of the site 
into the developer plant room in an efficient manner with 
limited intrusion and without unnecessary cost. This may 
include consideration of:

 l   A clear route that does not conflict with other utilities 
or services;

 l   A route to principally follow soft verges or surfaces 
that are easily remade;

 l   All routes to be straight runs with 90° angles for 
pipework route changes;

 l   Space for a trench to be excavated with space for 
spoil and material storage adjacent (trench width of 
approximately 3m);

 l   Access to the side of the route (nominally 2.5m) to 
allow machinery to lift and install pipework;

 l   If pipe route must follow areas of made up ground, 
consideration of surface materials such that removal 
and making good is not costly (a typical pipe trench 
could be 1m deep, but will depend on size of 
connection).

Ground floor
plant room

Basement
plant room

Examples of
building entries

Safeguarded route ideally so� dig

Any surface that
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Example valve
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The sketch below highlights the key issues of the 
safeguarded route: 
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3.9.3  Multiple buildings within a development 
site where a temporary energy centre is 
installed prior to district heat network   

An example of multiple buildings developed on a single site 
which is DH Ready is shown in the figure below. 

A multiple building development site has the requirement 
to be DH ready and installs a temporary energy centre, 
which is located on the site and which connects all the 
buildings via a buried heat network to substations within 
each building. There are options to consider when the 
DH network is connected to the DH ready site, including 
whether the supplier adopts the local network and the 
substations or whether the supplier just provides heat at the 
position of the temporary boilers. This level of detail and 
planning will require early discussion with the supplier. 

Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network
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4  Developer plantroom works
The developer should ensure the suitability of the designated area for the supplier plant room prior 
to the commencement of the supplier installation works, including all building works, small power and 
lighting installation. The designated area would ideally be within a lockable separate area.
The supplier equipment will often be supplied as a packaged 
or skid mounted unit but will require some local assembly 
and installation works. The supplier’s ability to deliver the 
heat supply services required at the agreed efficiency/
cost is directly impacted by the suitability of the supplier 
plant room; the plant room should comply with building 
regulations and health and safety requirements, and should 
consider the following:

4.1 Access and permit to work

 l   The developer should provide access to the supplier 
during the assembly and installation period for 
delivery, positioning and installation of the equipment. 
Following completion of the works, the developer 
should allow the supplier unlimited access to the 
supplier infrastructure for commissioning, maintenance 
and operational purposes.

 l   The developer and supplier shall agree the definition 
of the site for the purposes of CDM Regulations and 
define the roles of principal designer and principal 
contractor accordingly (normally the supplier will act 
as a subcontractor and follow the site rules of the 
developer’s Principal Contractor for the purposes of 
the CDM regulations).

 l   The developer should allow the supplier entry to the 
plant room. The connecting pipe work will penetrate 
the plant room; the supplier will provide wall seals to 
provide a water tight seal with the penetration and 
the developer must ensure that all other areas of the 
external plant room walls are water tight.

 l   Hot works may be required and site permit 
processes should be followed by the supplier.

 l   The developer should provide a plant room with a 
suitable net floor area and access door for delivery, 
positioning and installation of the supplier heat 
interface equipment; this will be site specific but 
some guidance is set out in table below (actual 
requirements to be determined with the supplier):
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4.2  Plant room     

 l   The area designated for the supplier infrastructure 
should be clean and dry and suitable for the 
installation of electrical equipment with an IP rating of 
54;

 l   The developer should ensure that the floor has a 
level, non-slip flat finish (no changes in level) suitable 
for the bearing of 7.5kN/m2;

 l   The plant room area should include suitable 
drainage for the emergency heating fluid release and 
maintenance drainage of the air dirt separator;

 l   Water supply of DN25 for filling and cleaning (in 
some cases a temporary DN50 supply maybe 
required);

 l   Ventilation in the plant room for cooling of the 
supplier’s infrastructure should be provided;

 l   The developer is required to permit the supplier to 
install either a broadband internet connection or a 
3G modem for data acquisition and monitoring. This 
will require a telecoms supplier to bring service to the 
plant room or the installation of an aerial mounted 
outside the plant room with penetration through the 
plant room wall.

 l   The developer should provide all fire alarms, intruder 
alarms, emergency lighting and other required 
elements to meet the latest Building Regulations;

 l   The developer should provide a dedicated 230V 32A 
supply for the supplier heat interface controls;

 l   The developer should provide a dedicated 400V 32A 
supply for maintenance;

 l   An earth bonding station must be available for the 
installation earthing cables required for the supplier 
infrastructure;

 l   The developer should provide a minimum lighting 
level at floor level of 150Lux with 0.4 minimum 
uniformity;

 l   The supplier will need to install an external 
temperature sensor to measure ambient temperature. 
Therefore, the developer should allow the supplier to 
undertake penetration and mounting of a sensor in a 
north facing external area.

 l   The developer is responsible for the design and 
installation of all heating systems and controls for the 
secondary side – Modbus or other protocol signals 
can be made available from the supplier controls for 
input into the developer controls for read only signals 
for heat interface status.

 l   The developer should ensure that the heating 
water within the secondary network, and within 
the customer apartments, is treated and maintained 
according to the HIU and heat meter equipment 
manufacturer instructions. 

 l   Indicative water quality requirements are those given 
in BSRIA BG50/2013.

Size of heat connection Net floor area required Access required Approximate floor 
loading

Up to 100kW 3m x 2m x 2.5m high 0.8m wide x 2m high 500kg

< 250kW 3.5m x 2.5m x 2.5m high 0.8m wide x 2m high 1000kg

< 500kW 4m x 2.8m x 2.5m high 0.8m wide x 2m high 1500kg

< 1000kW 4.5m x 3m x 2.5m high 0.8m wide x 2m high 2000kg

1500kW 4.8m x 3.5m 2.5m high 1.6m wide x 2m high 2200kg

2000kW 6m x 5m x 2.5m high 1.6m wide x 2m high 2500kg
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4.3  Heat metering and automatic meter 
reading system     

 l   The supplier equipment will be fitted with a MID 
Class 2 approved heat meter (with accuracy better 
than +/- 3%), which will be used for the billing of heat 
to the developer / customer;

 l   The heat meters will incorporate Mbus output 
connectivity which will allow the heat meter data to 
be remotely collected by an automatic meter reading 
system for billing purposes, as well as performance 
analysis;

 l   The supplier will have access to the data on a 
continuous basis to record and ensure that flow 
and return temperatures at the point of supply are 
maintained as per the performance requirements and 
the maximum flow / thermal capacity is not exceeded;

 l   Where there are manufacturer’s requirements for 
the installation of the heat meter, such as installation 
in a minimum straight length of pipe and orientated 
in correct plane, this will all be incorporated in the 
supplier equipment;

 l   There are requirements for buildings and individual 
dwellings (in communally heated buildings) to have 
heat meters installed under the Energy Efficiency 
Directive (EED). The supplier meter provides the role 
of the building heat meter, but all compliance and 
requirements for sub-metering under the EED must 
be completed separately by the developer.

 l   There is guidance on metering in the HNCoP CP1 
and CIBSE TM39.
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5  Commissioning and handover
The supplier will be responsible for the commissioning of the supplier equipment up to the point of 
supply. This will follow the CIBSE Code M, follow a commissioning plan and the supplier must produce a 
commissioning record.
The first stage for the supplier is to assess the filling, flushing 
and pressure testing of the system on both primary and 
secondary sides of the equipment (B&ES TR6 / BSRIA BG29 
and BG50). Following pre-checks and system completeness, 
the commissioning process will require the developer 
to commission and demonstrate the operation of the 
secondary system circuits. This will be done individually to 
test and accept that each heating and hot water circuit is 
fully functional for the developer and that each circuit has 
return temperatures below the allowable maximum. The 
commissioning of the variable flow pipework will follow 
CIBSE KS9.

The supplier will record the primary and secondary 
conditions, while each of the circuits is operating, to record 
flow rate, heat rate and temperatures. The supplier will 
verify that the maximum primary flow rate can be achieved 
and the secondary flow temperatures are maintained.

The supplier will demonstrate that the maximum specified 
capacity is available in terms of flow rates. However, if 
thermal capacity demonstration is required, it will be the 
responsibility of the developer to ensure all secondary heat 
and hot water systems are functional and that full heat load 
is available to demonstrate that the maximum combined 
secondary flow rate and return temperature are within the 
supplier requirements.
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6  Next steps
This document sets out the basic requirements for connecting to Plymouth’s heat networks and defines 
the principles and conditions that must be met.
Based on the guidance set out in this document your 
design team (led by a Chartered Engineer and/or someone 
qualified as a CIBSE Heat Network Consultant) should 
draw up designs and specifications for the heating and 
hot water systems within the building and submit these, 
along with your predicted peak demand and annual energy 
consumption for your building. 

Your initial data should be collected and the Data Transfer 
Form in Annex A should be completed to the best of your 
knowledge and submitted to the supplier. There is then likely 
to be a period of further design development with potential 
iterative changes to the design data in Annex A. This form 
should be used to record changes by creating a new version 
of the form whenever a change is made.

In addition to the form there will need to be an exchange 
of drawings detailing the plantroom design, the routes for 
external pipework and a schematic of the secondary side 
mechanical design.

Your design, specifications, energy demand modelling results 
and design team members with their qualifications should 
be presented to the supplier for review and acceptance 
before any work goes ahead.
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Connection details

Building name

Description of building

Address of building

Contacts NAME EMAIL PHONE

Contact details for 
Supplier

Contact details for 
Building Owner

Contact details for 
Technical Advisor

Customer for Heat 
Sales Contract

Date Version No

Heat Demand DEVELOPER PLYMOUTH HEAT 
NETWORK

AGREED

Required peak heat 
demand, kW

Predicted annual heat 
consumption, MWh p.a.

Gross	floor	area,	m2

Heat demand per m2 
GFA, W/m2

Heat consumption per 
m2 GFA, kWh/m2

Number of Residential 
Dwellings
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Other comments

Signed on behalf

Date

Connecting to the Plymouth Heat Network

Secondary side design 
conditions

DEVELOPER PLYMOUTH HEAT 
NETWORK

AGREED

Flow temperature 
(max at peak), °C

 65 oC  

Flow temperature 
(min in summer), °C

 60 oC  

Return temperature, °C  <40 oC  

Maximum design 
working pressure, bar G

 10 oC  

Pressure drop through 
heat exchanger, Kpa

 80 oC  

Plant room details DEVELOPER PLYMOUTH HEAT 
NETWORK

AGREED

Number of heat 
exchangers proposed

 n/a  

Size of skid 
(L x W x H), m

 n/a   

Size of plantroom 
(L x W x H), m

 n/a  

Location of plantroom 
(attach sketch)

   

Access details 
(attach sketch)
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